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An intermolecular potential energy surface for He2Br2 complex in the ground state is calculated at
the levels of fourth-order~MP4! Møller–Plesset and coupled-cluster@CCSD~T!# approximations,
using large-core pseudopotential for Br atoms and the aug-cc-pV5Z basis set for He. The surface is
characterized by three minima and the minimum energy pathways through them. The global
minimum corresponds to a linear He–Br2– He configuration, while the two other ones to
‘‘police-nightstick’’ and tetrahedral structures. The corresponding well depths are290.39/
289.18, 281.23/280.78 and274.40/274.02 cm21, respectively, at MP4/CCSD~T! levels of
theory. It is found that results obtained by summing three-body parametrized HeBr2 interactions and
the He–He interaction are in very good accord with the corresponding MP4/CSSD~T! configuration
energies of the He2Br2 . Variational calculations using a sum of three-body interactions are
presented to study the bound states of the vdW He2Br2 complex. The binding energyD0 and the
corresponding vibrationally averaged structure are determined for different isomers of the cluster
and their comparison with the available experimental data is discussed. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1833352#

I. INTRODUCTION

van der Waals~vdW! complexes of dihalogen molecule
surrounded by several rare gas atoms have been intensely
studied over the past decades by high resolution spectros-
copy techniques. Such experimental investigations have cov-
ered a large number of vdW complexes including HenIn (n
51 – 3),1 NenI2 (n51 – 6),2,3 NenBr2 ,4 Rg2Cl2 (Rg
5He,Ne,Ar)5–7 and ArnHX (X5Cl or F and n51 – 3 or
4!.8–10 The objective of these studies has been to elucidate
the structure, spectroscopy and dynamics of vdW complexes
and thus provide direct information on intermolecular forces.

An interesting example is the experimental studies by
Janda and co-workers5–7 on Rg2Cl2 clusters. Their attempt5

to characterize the structure of the He2Cl2 complex has
failed in fitting the rotationally resolved excitation spectrum
using a rigid rotor tetrahedral structural model, which results
in the formation pairwise additive potentials. Such structure
has been successful in the cases of Ne2Cl2 and Ar2Cl2 . Sev-
eral similar rigid rotor geometries have also failed to fit their
observed data. This led them to conclude that He2Cl2 is an
extremely floppy, liquidlike cluster without any average
structure and the dynamics of HenCl2 complexes will be
quite different from their RgnCl2 analogs. In situations like
these, theoretical calculations on energetics and dynamics of
such systems become indispensable for the quantitative mod-
eling and interpretation of the experimental spectra.11–16Sev-
eral theoretical studies based on a sum of atom-atom pair-
wise interactions and using quantum Monte Carlo15 or
variational16 calculations have been carried out. Both results,
in agreement with the experimental analysis, suggest the

floppiness of the ground vdW state of HenCl2 (n52,3) and
emphasize the importance of performing exact calculations
for such liquidlike systems.

Until recently, most models of vdW interactions were
based on additive atom-atom forces. However, during the
last few yearsab initio methods have progressed sufficiently
and interaction potentials between rare-gas atoms and a dih-
alogen molecule have been computed with high
accuracy,17,18 predicting the existence of two minima on the
potential energy surface at linear and T-shaped configura-
tions. A linear structure is not consistent with an additive pair
potential form used for describing the intermolecular forces,
and it became clear that even in the well region of a vdW
bond such models do not work.17,18Linear species have been
determined by microwave spectroscopy for several interhalo-
gen complexes~Ar–ClF,19 Kr–ClF,20 He–ClF,17 Ar–ICl21!
and for Ar–Cl2

22 and Ar–I2 .23 Also, recentab initio calcu-
lations confirm the existence of two isomers for Rg–F2 ,24

Rg–Cl2 ,25 Rg–Br2 ,26 and Ar–I2
27 in accord with available

experimental data.
Studies of larger species are more complex and the dif-

ficulty in the evaluation of their potential surfaces increases
with their size. Up to now accurate potentials have been
obtained by inversion of spectroscopic data28,29 or through
high level ab initio calculations30–37 for several triatomic
vdW systems. Thus, the interactions for such clusters are
available with satisfactory accuracy, which permits the test-
ing of various models of nonadditivity for their ability to
reproduce a number of experimental observations. These
facts made complexes composed of two rare-gas atoms and a
dihalogen molecule especially attractive targets for the study
of nonadditive forces. The first attempt to extract information
on nonadditive interactions from spectroscopic data has been
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undertaken by Hutsonet al.38 in similar vdW systems. They
have used the microwave spectroscopic data of Klotset al.39

to calculate a number of spectroscopic constants of the
Ar2HCl cluster, concluding that the data from the microwave
spectra were not sufficient to reconstruct the three-body po-
tential uniquely and more extensive regions of the potential
surface should be measured.Ab initio studies have been also
carried out40,41 and the three-body effects in the Ar2HF and
Ar2HCl clusters have been studied using Møller–Plesset per-
tubation theory, where the nonadditive interactions have been
found to be large and repulsive around the equilibrium ge-
ometries for both systems. Later, Hutson and co-workers pre-
sented nonadditive potentials for Ar2HF42 and Ar2HCl43 in-
corporating different contributions to the three-body forces
arising from the interaction between the permanent multi-
poles of the HF molecule and the exchange quadrupole
caused by distortion of the two Ar atoms as they overlap.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the validity
of the pairwise additivity of two- and three-body potentials
for He2Br2 . These results are compared withab initio calcu-
lations and available experimental data and a simple model
of the three-body potential is proposed to determine well
depths and equilibrium structures for different isomeric con-
figurations of the complex, as well as the minimum energy
pathways through them. Additionally, variational methods
are used to calculate the vibrational states of He2Br2 . The
wavefunctions of the lower states are analyzed in terms of
probability distributions of the internal coordinates and the
zero-point energy of the vdW cluster is evaluated. The paper
is organized as follows. In the next section, together with the
ab initio results, we compare results obtained using additive
two- and three-body potentials. Bound state calculations us-
ing the sum of the three-body model surface are then re-
ported and discussed in terms of available experimental data
for similar systems. Conclusions constitute the closing sec-
tion.

II. RESULTS

A. Ab initio calculations

The ab initio calculations are performed using the
GAUSSIAN 98 package.44 Computations are carried out at the
MP4 and CCSD~T! levels of theory. The He2– Br2 system is
described using the (r ,R1 ,R2 ,u1 ,u2 ,g) coordinate system.r
is the bond length of Br2 ; R1 , R2 are the intermolecular
distances of each He atom from the center of mass of Br–Br,
u1 is the angle between theR1 andr vectors, whileu2 is the
one betweenR2 andr , andg is the angle between theR1 and
R2 vectors~see Fig. 1!.

For the present calculation we used for Br atoms the
Stuttgart–Dresden–Bonn ~SDB! large-core energy-
consistent pseudopotential45 in conjunction with the aug-
mented correlation consistent triple zeta~SDB-aug-cc-
pVTZ! valence basis set.46 This basis set is of cc-pVTZ
quality and has been optimized for use with the SDB pseudo-
potential. For the He atoms we employed different basis sets
such as the aug-cc-pV5Z and d-aug-cc-pV5Z from EMSL
library.47 Some convergence problems arose from the use of
the double augmented basis sets imposing the use of the

single augmented ones. In addition, the role of using bond
functions, such as the (3s3p2d2 f 1g) ones48 is investigated.
Test runs are carried out for a few specific configurationsi, as
their location is not clearly defined, in the case of a poly-
atomic system. For example, choosing a tetrahedral structure
of He2Br2 , we present in Table I MP4 and CCSD~T! calcu-
lations for different intermolecular distances with and with-
out the use of bond functions. A set of the (3s3p2d2 f 1g)
bond functions is located in the middle of the intermolecular
distanceR, which connects the centers of mass of He2 and
Br2 molecules. As can be seen, the differences in the inter-
action energies obtained at both levels of theory are similar.
It was found that their efficiency to saturate the dispersion
energy accounts for an improvement of about 10%, around
the equilibrium geometry. The effect of the use of bond func-
tions has been found to be'5% in other studies on triatomic
dispersion-bound complexes.49,50 Although, as the effect of
their location for other configurations is still ambiguous, we
choose to use for the He atoms the augmented correlation
consistent~aug-cc-pV5Z! basis sets without the additional
set of bond functions. In all calculations here 6d and 10f
Cartesian functions are used.

The supermolecular approach is used for the determina-
tion of the intermolecular energies,DE:

DE5EHe2Br2
2EBSSE2EHe2

2EBr2
, ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of coordinate system for He2Br2 complex.

TABLE I. MP4/CCSD~T! interaction energies of He2Br2 obtained with and
without bond functons at the indicated tetrahedral configurations. bf stands
for the 3s3p2d2 f 1g set of bond functions.

Method/R 3.0 3.25 3.5

MP4 253.13 272.86 268.41
MP41bf 266.17 281.78 274.40

CCSD~T! 253.57 273.24 268.59
CCSD(T)1bf 266.48 282.15 274.56
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whereEHe2Br2
, EHe2

, andEBr2
are the energies of He2– Br2 ,

He2 and Br2 , respectively. The correction, (EBSSE) for the
basis-set superposition error is calculated using the standard
counterpoise method.51

We performed MP4/CCSD~T! calculations for several
configurations fixing the Br2 bondlength at its equilibrium
value r e52.281 Å. The results for the MP4 interaction en-
ergies at selected geometries are listed in Table II, while the
optimal geometries and MP4/CCSD~T! energies for the three
structures are shown in Fig. 2. The linear configuration has
the lowest energy,290.39/289.18 cm21 at MP4/CCSD~T!
levels withR15R254.44 Å. The next two equlibrium struc-
tures are found at energies of281.23/280.78 cm21 and
274.40/274.02 cm21, respectively, and correspond to a
‘‘police–nightstick’’ (R154.44 Å andR253.58 Å) and tet-
rahedral (R53.33 Å) configurations. We should note that
the equilibrium distances of the above structures are very
close to the ones obtained by CCSD~T! calculations for the
optimized linear and T-shaped geometries for the triatomic
HeBr2 complex.52

In order to extract information on nonadditive interac-
tions in He2Br2 we examine the above equilibrium structures
based on theab initio calculations and partitioning the inter-
action energy into components, as given in Ref. 41. There-
fore, we show in Table III the summary of supermolecular
calculations of the entire nonadditivity in the three He2Br2

equilibrium structures using the results of the MPPT
~Møller–Plesset perturbation theory! up to fourth order along
with the ones of the CCSD~T! method. As can be seen in
Table III, the total three-body interaction for the three differ-
ent equlibrium geometries computed through the MP3
amounts to277.76, 270.06 and262.88 cm21, respec-
tively. These energies neglect completely the effects of intra-
monomer correlation on three-body dispersion. The major
effect of the intrasystem correlation on dispersion appears in

the MP4 level and is especially sensitive to the presence of
triple excitations. For all configurations studied the
MP4~SDQ! level reduces this effect to271.29,265.35 and
259.09 cm21, respectively, while the inclusion of triples en-
hances both MP4~SDQ! and CCSD interaction energies@see
MP4~SDTQ! and CCSD~T! values in Table III#. The
MP4~SDQ! results seem to be well converged with respect to

TABLE II. MP4 interaction energies,DE @Eq. ~1!# andDE* , for the He2Br2 molecule for different structures
and at the indicated coordinate values withr fixed at 2.281 Å~see Fig. 2!. DE* is calculated byDE*
5EHe2Br2

2EBSSE* 2EHe2EHeBr2
. Energy is in cm21 and distances in Å.

Linear Police-nightstick Tetrahedral

R15R2 DE R1,2 DE* R1 DE* R2 DE* R DE

4.3 283.14 3.8 173.89 4.0 21.11 3.1 23.29 2.5 246.62
4.4 289.77 3.9 79.91 4.1 213.39 3.2 24.28 2.6 135.37
4.5 289.13 4.0 21.71 4.2 232.53 3.3 220.87 2.7 57.28
4.7 277.72 4.1 212.91 4.3 241.88 3.4 230.24 2.75 27.98
4.8 270.23 4.2 232.15 4.4 245.15 3.5 234.83 2.8 3.95
4.9 262.68 4.3 241.55 4.5 244.79 3.6 236.30 2.9 231.19
5.0 255.21 4.4 244.86 4.7 239.07 3.7 235.80 3.0 253.13
5.2 242.78 4.5 244.55 4.9 231.49 3.9 231.76 3.25 272.87
5.5 228.88 4.6 242.20 5.2 221.57 4.1 226.42 3.5 268.41
6.0 215.25 4.7 238.87 5.5 214.55 4.3 221.29 3.75 256.56
6.5 28.49 4.9 231.34 6.0 27.70 4.5 216.94 4.0 244.16
7.0 24.96 5.2 221.46 7.0 22.55 5.0 29.39 4.25 233.67
8.0 21.98 5.5 214.46 9.0 20.44 6.0 23.12 4.5 225.39

6.0 27.62 7.0 21.23 4.75 219.14
7.0 22.52 9.0 20.29 5.0 214.53
9.0 20.44 5.5 28.52

6.0 25.20
6.5 23.29
7.0 22.13

FIG. 2. Optimal MP4/CCSD~T! structures for He2Br2 .
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the CCSD calculations, For a consistent treatment of two-
and three-body correlation effects, the three-body potentials
should be summed to a level one order higher than the cor-
responding two-body ones. The MP4~SDTQ! reproduces
quantitatively the dominant contributions to the two-body
interaction energy, while to achieve a similar level of corre-
lation for the three-body terms one needs to advance to next
order of theory, practically more accurate to turn to the
CCSD~T! theory. Our calculations indicate that the total non-
additive effect in He2Br2 originating from supermolecular
CCSD~T! calculations amounts to288.49, 280.44 and
273.24 cm21 for configurations nearby its equilibrium
structures. We should mention that the same behavior were
observed in the results of the MPPT energies for the HeBr2

complex52 around its linear and T-shaped equilibrium con-
figurations. This finding indicates a similar nature of binding
in triatomic and tetratomic complexes of such type, and thus
information on intermolecular interactions available for tri-
atomic species might serve to study larger systems.

B. Analytical representation of the PESs

Two functional forms are checked for the He2– Br2 po-
tential energy function. One is based on the pairwise atom-
atom interaction, which has been widely used in all previous
calculations on triatomic and tetratomic, Rgn– X2 with n
51,2, complexes.15,16,53–55The parameters for the two-body
interactions are taken from Ref. 56. The second one is given
by summing up three-body HeBr2 interactions and the
He–He one,

V~r e ,R1 ,R2 ,u1 ,u2 ,g!

5(
i

VHeiBr2
~r e ,Ri ,u i !1VHeHe~R1 ,R2 ,g!, ~2!

where the correspondingVHeiBr2
(r e ,Ri ,u i) terms with i 51

and 2 are the CCSD~T! parametrized potential of the HeBr2

complex52 and VHeHe(R1 ,R2 ,g) term is the potential func-
tion for He2 given in Ref. 57.

Configuration energies are determined by optimizing dif-
ferent structures with respect to atomic positions using the
above mentioned functional expressions. In Fig. 3 we com-
pare the two different potential functional forms with the

TABLE III. Summary of the supermolecular calculations of the nonadditive effects around the three equilibrium
He2Br2 structures. Energy is in cm21 and distances in Å.

R1,2/Method HF MP2 MP3 MP4~SDQ! MP4~SDTQ! CCSD CCSD~T!

Linear structure
4.3 125.57 275.57 269.09 261.26 283.14 259.87 281.67
4.4 84.41 283.42 277.76 271.29 289.77 270.23 288.49
4.5 56.45 283.91 278.88 273.50 289.15 272.69 288.01

Police-nightstick structure
R1,2/Method HF MP2 MP3 MP4~SDQ! MP4~SDTQ! CCSD CCSD~T!

4.3 97.10 270.21 265.76 260.38 277.67 259.41 277.06
4.4 76.49 274.12 270.06 265.36 280.94 264.57 280.44
4.5 62.53 274.34 270.58 266.48 280.59 265.80 280.20

Tetrahedral structure
R/Method HF MP2 MP3 MP4~SDQ! MP4~SDTQ! CCSD CCSD~T!

3.0 154.18 242.58 239.53 235.31 253.14 234.26 253.57
3.25 70.80 265.71 262.88 259.94 272.87 259.43 273.24
3.5 31.87 263.58 261.06 258.10 268.41 258.69 268.59

FIG. 3. Comparison of two different potential energy curves for tetrahedron
~a!, linear ~b! and police-nightstick~c!, ~d! orientations of He2Br2 . Solid
lines are for the sum of three-body CCSD~T! interaction potential, while
dotted lines correspond to the pairwise atom-atom form. The MP4ab initio
values are also indicated by filled circles, whereas potential values obtained
using the sum of three-body MP4 interaction HeBr2 potential are shown by
open circles.
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MP4 ab initio results. Solid lines are for the sum of the
three-body CCSD~T! HeBr2 interaction potential, dashed
lines correspond to the pairwise atom-atom form, while filled
circles indicate the MP4ab initio values. Open circles are for
the potential values obtained using the sum of the three-body
MP4 potential for HeBr2 , at the specific geometries with the
same basis set as in the He2Br2 calculations. Figure 3~a!
represents the potential energy curves as a function of the
distanceR between the center of masses of Br2 and He2 in
the tetrahedron structure. As can be seen, both forms repre-
sent well theab initio data at this configuration. In Fig. 3~b!
a one-dimensional plot for the linear geometry is shown. The
interaction potential is plotted as a function ofR2 distance
~see Fig. 2!, while in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! representations of
the potential energy are given for the ‘‘police-nightstick’’
structure as a function ofR1 andR2 distances, respectively.
The additive atom-atom interactions form predicts the over-
all minimum of the well for a distorted tetrahedron, while the
sum of the three-body HeBr2 interactions evaluates a linear
structure as the global minimum, and two other ones,
‘‘police-nightstick’’ and tetrahedral, as local minima of the
He2Br2 surface. As can be seen, results obtained using the
sum of the three-body HeBr2 interactions are in very good
accord with the correspondingab initio values. Contrarily,
large deviations from theab initio results are found to the
values predicted by the pairwise atom-atom interactions
form, particularly for linear configurations. Thus, we choose
the sum of the three-body CCSD~T! HeBr2 interactions

henceforth to represent the potential surface of He2Br2 and
to check further its validity in comparison withab initio data.

Figure 4 shows two-dimensional contour plots of the
V(r e ,R1 ,R2 ,u1 ,u2 ,g) surface in theXY or ZX Cartesian
plane. The equipotential curves are shown for He moving
around a triatomic HeBr2 molecule fixed at specific linear
@see Fig. 4~a!# and T-shaped@see Fig. 4~b! and 4~c! configu-
rations. The potential has three wells at energies of297.39,
288.88 and280.38 cm21, with the collinear well to be the
deeper than the ‘‘police-nightstick’’ and tetrahedral ones. The
equilibrium distances and angles are atR1

e5R2
e54.41 Å for

the linear well, R1
e54.41, R2

e53.58 Å for the ‘‘police-
nightstick’’ one andRe53.27 Å for the tetrahedral well. The
isomerization barrier between the collinear↔police-
nightstick wells is found at energy of268.15 cm21 and an
angle of 127°. One-dimensional representations of the po-
tential are shown in Fig. 5, where minimum energy paths are
plotted as a function of the angleg5u12u2 for planar@see
Fig. 5~a!# and no-planar withu15u2590° andg5f12f2

@see Fig. 5~b!# configurations.
In Table IV we present for the indicated geometries, se-

lected along a minimum energy path„HeBr2 molecule is
fixed at linear configuration,u15180 @see Fig. 2~a!#, while
theR1 andR2 distances are optimized for eachu2 value…, the
ab initio MP4 and CCSD~T! values and compare them with
the correspondingV(r e ,R1 ,R2 ,u1 ,u2 ,g) ones, given by Eq.
~2!. For the sake of comparison the potential values using the
two-body potential form are also listed in the last column. As
can be seen, the differences obtained in the CCSD~T! results
are fully justified due to the different basis sets used, includ-
ing or not bond functions, in theab initio calculations of the
triatomic and tetratomic complexes, respectively. We should

FIG. 4. Contour plots of the He2Br2 potential energy surface,
V(r e ,R1 ,R2 ,u1 ,u2 ,g), Eq. ~2! in theXY ~a!, ~b! or ZX ~c! plane. The Br2
distance is fixed at 2.281 Å along theZ-axis, while the geometry of the
triatomic molecule is fixed to a linear configuration withR154.87 Å ~a!,
and to a T-shaped configuration withR153.59 Å @~b! and ~c!#. Contour
intervals are of 5 cm21 and for energies from280 to 240 cm21 ~a!, 285
to 240 cm21 ~b!, and265 to 240 cm21 ~c!.

FIG. 5. Minimum energy path,Vm in cm21 as a function of angleg, for
planar g5(u12u2) ~a! and no-planar withu15u2590°, g5(f12f2)
with u15u2590° ~b! configurations. The probability* uCu2 singdR distri-
butions forn50(collinear),n51(police-nightstick) andn52(tetrahedral)
vdW levels of He2Br2 are also depicted.
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note that CCSD~T! results are within the difference of 10%
in the interaction energies attributed from the test runs to the
use of bond functions~see Table I!.

C. Bound state calculations

The Hamiltonian operator in the coordinate system
shown in Fig. 1 has the form16,58

Ĥ52
\2

2m1
S ]2

]R1
2 1

2

R1

]

]R1
D 2

\2

2m2
S ]2

]R2
2 1

2

R2

]

]R2
D

1
ĵ 2

2m3r e
2 1

l̂ 1
2

2m1R1
2 1

l̂ 2
2

2m2R2
2 2

\2

2mBr
¹1•¹2

1V~r ,R1 ,R2!, ~3!

where m1
215m2

215mHe
211(mBr1mBr)

21 and m3
215mBr

21

1mBr
21 are the reduced masses,mHe54.0026 amu andmBr

578.918 336 1 amu are the atomic masses of4He and79Br
isotopes, andl̂ 1 , l̂ 2 and ĵ are the angular momenta associ-
ated with the vectorsR1 R2 andr , respectively, leading to a
total angular momentumĴ5 l̂ 11 l̂ 21 ĵ 5L̂1 ĵ . r is fixed at
the equilibrium Br–Br bond length (r e), and the potential for
He2Br2 complex is given by the expansion in Eq.~2!.

For a total angular momentumJ, the Hamiltonian of Eq.
~3! is represented in a set of basis functions consisting of
linear combinations of products of bidimensional radial func-
tions by angular functions, which incorporate the whole sym-
metry of the system.16 For the R1 and R2 coordinates nu-
merical $jn(Ri)%, with i 51,2 andn51, . . . ,NR functions
are used. We evaluate them as follows: First, the
two-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation is solved in (R,u,r e)
variables for a triatomic He–Br2 system at total angular
momentum zero. The employed PES was the CCSD~T!
ab initio surface given in Ref. 52, and a discrete variable
representation~DVR! basis seti59 is used. It consists of
functions given by f l(R)5@ 2/AL(N11)# (k51

N sin@kp(R
2Rmin)/L#sin@kpl/(N11)# where N is the total number of

DVR points,L is Ri
max2Ri

min , and the DVR points in theR
coordinate areRl5 lL/(N11) 1Rmin for l 51, . . . ,N. Sec-
ond, considering a set of theNR lowest eigenstates, their
corresponding radial distributions are orthonormalized
through a Gram–Schmidt procedure, and constitute the ra-
dial basis set,$jn(Ri)%, for the tetraatomic calculations.

For the angular basis functions, we consider the follow-
ing linear combinations, which are eigenfunctions of the par-
ity of total nuclear coordinates inversionp:

Fl 1l 2LuVu
(JMp) 5A 1

2~11d uVu0!
@Wl 1l 2LV

(JM)

1p~21!J1 l 11 l 21LWl 1l 2L2V
(JM) # ~4!

with

Wl 1l 2LV
(JM) 5A2J11

4p
D MV

J* ~f r ,u r ,0!Yl 1l 2
LV ~R1 ,R2!, ~5!

M is the projection ofJ on the space-fixedz-axis andV is its
projection on the body-fixedz-axis, which is chosen here
along ther vector. TheD MV

J are Wigner matrices60 andYl 1l 2
LV

are angular functions61 in the coupled BF representation.
In turn, taking into account that in the case of He2Br2 the

Hamiltonian is also invariant underR1↔R2 inversion, then a
well-defined parity,p12, basis set is built up as follows:

F l 1l 2LuVunm
JMpp12 5A 1

2~11dnmd l 1l 2
!

@F l 1l 2LuVunm
JMp

1p12~21! l 11 l 21LF l 1l 2LuVumn
JMp #, ~6!

where F l 1l 2LuVunm
JMp 5fnmFl 1l 2LuVu

(JMp) and fnm(R1 ,R2)

5jn(R1)jm(R2)/R1R2 .
For the evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements,

the numerical set of the radial basis functions$jn(Ri)%
mentioned above, is represented as linear combinations
of the f l DVR functions, jn(Ri)5( l 51

N (jnu f l& f l(Ri)
5(jn(Ri

l) f l(Ri), i 51,2 andn51, . . . ,NR . The matrix ele-
ments of the Hamiltonian are given in Ref. 16.

In our calculations atJ50, NR57 radial numerical
functions, represented at 50 DVR points over the range of
2.5 to 8 Å, for eachR1 andR2 coordinate are used. In turn,
values ofL5 j 50 – 12 ~even! with l 1

max5l2
max512 for even

@p125(21)l 11 l 21L511# and p5(21)J1L1 l 11 l 2 parity
symmetries were enough to achieve convergence in the
variational calculation.

The three lowest vibrational states of He2Br2 are found
at energies of232.240,231.437 and230.930 cm21 ~see
Table V and Figs. 5 and 6!. In Fig. 5, together with the
minimum energy path, we plot the angular probability den-

TABLE IV. MP4/CCSD~T! interaction energies,DE @Eq. ~1!# and potential
values obtained from Eq.~2! using three-body~3B! MP4, CCSD~T! and
CCSD(T)1bf HeBr2 interaction potentials for the He2– Br2 complex at the
indicated (u2 ,R1 ,R2) points. The potential values based on the two-body
~2B! sum are also listed. Energies in cm21, angles in degrees and distances
in Å.

(u2 ,R1 ,R2) MP4/CCSD~T!
V3B(M P4) /V3B(CCSD(T)) /

V3B(CCSD(T)1b f) V2B

~0,4.41,4.41! 290.01/288.80 290.03/288.71/297.39 22.11
~15,4.41,4.52! 278.95/277.87 278.95/277.80/285.67 1.45
~30,4.41,4.65! 267.36/266.48 267.33/266.41/273.32 210.10
~45,4.41,4.60! 263.06/262.29 263.03/262.26/268.69 211.23
~60,4.41,4.34! 263.01/262.62 262.99/262.57/268.97 213.83
~75,4.41,3.92! 269.99/269.40 269.95/269.35/276.38 221.81
~90,4.41,3.58! 281.03/280.59 280.96/280.46/288.88 227.95
~105,4.41,3.92! 269.99/269.51 269.95/269.35/276.38 221.82
~120,4.41,4.33! 263.19/262.57 263.21/262.53/268.96 213.99
~135,4.41,4.57! 264.04/262.29 262.90/262.16/268.65 211.49
~150,4.40,5.48! 256.54/255.77 256.34/255.68/260.54 1.72
~165,4.40,6.92! 247.82/247.03 247.49/246.92/252.94 11.39
~180,4.41,7.34! 247.01/246.33 246.79/246.11/250.43 10.08

TABLE V. Binding energies (D0) and vibrationally averaged structures
(R1,2

0 ) for the three He2Br2 isomers. Energies in cm21 and distances in Å.

Configuration D0 (cm21) R1,2
0 ~Å!

Linear 32.240 4.867
Police-nightstick 31.437 4.491
Tetrahedral 30.930 4.171
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sity of the angleg for the n50 ~solid line!, n51 ~dotted
line! @see Fig. 5~a!# and n52 ~dashed line! @see Fig. 5~b!#
eigenfunctions, while in Fig. 6 the radialRi 51,2 and angular
u i 51,2 distributions for these states are shown. As can be
seen,n50 state is localized in the linear well and its distri-
butions show peak atu1,250,180°, R1,254.722 Å andg
5180°. Then51 state corresponds to ‘‘police-nightstick’’
configurations, with two maxima atu1,2590 and 0/180°, and
at R1,253.98 and 4.631 Å, and only one peak atg590° @see
Fig. 5~a!#, while then52 state exhibits a tetrahedral struc-
ture with a maximum value atu1,2590° andR1,253.940 Å
and a broad distribution ing, except a small peak atg
'60°, where the He–He attractive interaction is maximum.
There is a forbidden area aroundg50 where the two atoms
are collided@see Fig. 5~b!#. The radial expectation values for
each of the above structures,Ri

0 , obtained by averagingRi

over the corresponding distributions, are listed in Table V. To
our knowledge, for first time such results on the vibrationally
averaged structures of He2Br2 are presented. In contrast with
previous studies5,15,16on He2Cl2 cluster, in the present work
localized structures are determined for the lower He2Br2

vdW states. Traditional models based on a He2Cl2 tetrahe-
dron frozen stucture have failed to reproduce the experimen-
tal absorption spectrum, suggesting a quite delocalized struc-
ture for its vibrationally ground state.5 Here, based onab
initio calculations, we propose different structural models,
like linear or ‘‘police-nightstick,’’ in order to fit the rotation-
ally resolved excitation spectrum of He2Cl2 or similar spe-
cies.

We should note that the energy difference between the
above mentioned isomers is small, and the lack of ther
dependence in the potential form might influence their
relative stability. For the triatomic vdW complexes of

He atom with homopolar/heteropolar halogens, it has been
found18,24,25,52that the energy difference between the linear
and T-shaped wells increases when ther bond is lengthened,
and a similar behavior should be expected for the tetratomic
complexes. However, in order to justify our assertions for
such tetratomic species, comparison with experimental mea-
surements is needed, which would finally contribute to
evaluate the present CCSD~T! potential.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The ground potential energy surface is calculated for the
He2Br2 complex, where the Br2 molecule is frozen at its
equilibrium bondlength, at the MP4/CCSD~T! level of
theory. Analytical representations based on a sum of pairwise
atom-atom interactions and a sum of three-body HeBr2

CCSD~T! potentials and He–He interaction are checked in
comparison with the tetratomicab initio results. The sum of
the three-body interactions form is found to be able to accu-
rately represent the MP4/CCSD~T! data. For the first time an
analytical expression in accord with high levelab initio stud-
ies is proposed for describing the intermolecular interactions
for such two- atom rare-gas–dihalogen complexes. The ex-
istence of three~linear, ‘‘police-nightstick’’ and tetrahedral!
minima is established for the He2Br2 ground PES. This find-
ing may contribute to fit the rotationally resolved excitation
spectrum of He2Cl2 or similar species, where the traditional
tetrahedral structural models, based on pairwise additive po-
tentials, have failed.

Variational bound state calculation is carried out for the
above surface and vdW energy levels and eigenfunctions for
J50 are evaluated for He2Br2 . Radial and angular distribu-
tions are calculated for the three lower vdW states. All of
them are well localized in configuration space, with an ex-
ception of the broad distribution of the angleg for the n
52 state, due to the weak He–He interaction. The ground
state corresponds to a linear isomer and the next two excited
vdW levels are assigned to ‘‘police-nightstick’’ and tetrahe-
dral ones. The binding energies and the average structures
for these species are determined to beD0532.240 cm21

with R1,2
0 54.867 Å, D0531.437 cm21 with R1,2

0 54.491 Å,
andD0530.930 cm21 with R1,2

0 54.171 Å, respectively.
Whether the properties of the weak bonding in such sys-

tems can be predicted by the sum of atom-diatom interac-
tions deserve further investigation. Such model should be
applicable to a broad class of Rg2XY, with Rg5rare gas and
X,Y5halogen atoms, vdW clusters. It is particularly interest-
ing to investigate the intermolecular interactions and struc-
tural properties of similar clusters consisting of heteropolar
halogens, evaluating the importance of additional effects
~e.g., introducing electric dipole moment, changing the re-
duced mass of the complex, etc.!. Work in this line is in
progress.
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